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Abstract: ‘Automatic Curry making machine’ the term implies, cooking of food robotically without 

human intervention. The apparatus will partake pre-loaded instructions and therefore the quantity of 

materials are successful to be laid out in a database, to select the recipe you would like to consume and 

therefore the instrument will start to systematize your foodstuff and inform you when the diet is ready. 

The Automatic Curry Making Machine is a preprogrammed for various curries with quantities. This 

Machine uses the android app where the user can select the curry name from the menu and send that 

information to the controller of the curry making machine. The ingredients are filled into the respective 

bowls before the cooking starts. The machine will then prepare the curry as per the Program fed in the 

controller. This instrument is more often employed in our day to day life and even in businesses for 

manufacture of certain nutrients foodstuffs.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The design Automatic Curry Making Machine is an electro robot, which takes the curry name from the 

user through the Android mobile using Android application. It helps to organize the recipe robotically and 

really rapidly. It's normally functioned supported the program cases which is already programmed within 

the microcontroller. This automated curry making device includes with three classifications via, stepwise 

adding of ingredients, moving, cooking etc. An automatic preparation instrument comprises steel bowels, 

oil and pump, stirrer and a conveyer belt next to the bowel. Where exploitation electrical devices like 

sensors as well as management panels are facilitate to figure the mechanical devices with appropriate and 

precise interval throughout the task. The speed of flow detector senses the number of oil or water that’s 

wired into the vessel as a feedback to manage the pump. Temperature detector senses the temperature of 

the vessel and adjusts the warmth and gets processed. The automation of food preparation method 

typically created for the human welfare. As a result, at the present time in foodstuff trade automatically 

tasted and quality shouldn’t be repeatable however by mechanization we'll carry out this frequently by 

dropping the errors. The mechanization forever provides productive finishes up in trade. This automatic 

change of state machine provides better-quality, compact manpower and period which finishes up in 

multiplied revenue that dropping the food leftovers. This type of food preparation scheme is unique of the 

regions that have established the foremost consideration in terms of automation. 
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In this new era people want the product which could save human effort and time in their daily life. So 

basing on that point an automatic rice cooker developed for saving time and human effort. This Rice 

cooker uses the advanced features of fuzzy logic technology for the adjustments for timing and the 

temperature for cooking the rice [1]. The advancement of the concept Automatic Rice cooker was studied 

and then further developed a machine called as the Automatic Roti maker. This Automatic roti maker has 

decreased human effort and time [2]. Induction is that the one among the foremost efficient cooking 

technology. This technology works on the principle of magnetic induction [3]. Wireless communication is 

completed with Bluetooth interference therefore the data transfers between two devices. Nowadays smart 

phones are having the powerful processors, superior storing capabilities, more functionalities and lots of 

communication methods. Bluetooth is the mandatory feature in smart phones and Android is the operating 

system in most of the smart phones. Therefore an app is developed within the android application which 

communicates with the Bluetooth and is connected to the controller [5]. Many people have tried and 

succeeded to make automatic machines to prepare the food items. [7-14]. 

  

II. COMPONENTS USED 

The Hardware Components used in making the Automatic curry making machine and their 

specifications are shown in the table1. 

Table1: Detail of Hardware Components 

S.NO Name of the 

Component 

Specification 

1 Microcontroller ARDUINO Mega 2560, 70 Pin, 12V 

2 Relay 5V, 10A, 250V AC/30V DC  

3 DC motor (pump) 5V, 80-120 L/H (Flow rate) 

4 Stepper Motor 1.7A, 1.8 ⁰/st 

5 Bluetooth HC-05 3.3V, 2.1 Mbps, 2.46 hz (Frequency) 

ARDUINO MEGA: 

The Arduino Mega 2560 is a microcircuit based microcontroller board supported the ATmega-

2560. It’s 54 digital general purpose input and output pins of which 14 pins are often used as Pulse 

width modulation outputs, 16 pins acts as analog inputs, 4 UARTs (hardware serial ports), a 16 Mega 

Hertz quartz oscillator, a Universal Serial Bus connection for programming or power supply, an 

influence jack to power up the circuit, an ICSP header, and a push button. The Arduino Mega 2560 

contains RAM, ROM, CLOCK, etc. needed to support the microcontroller. It gets linked or turned on 
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once we connect it to a computer with a USB cable or power it with a AC- to-DC adapter or battery to 

urge started. The Arduino Mega 2560 is compatible with most shields designed for the Arduino in 

Arduino IDE. The block diagram of Arduino Mega are shown in Figure 1 and its specification is 

given in Table 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Arduino MEGA 2560 

 
                             Table 2: Specification of Arduino 

 

MCU Atmega – 2560 

 Voltage 5 Volts 

I/P Voltage 07-12 Volts 

I/Pvoltage (limit) 06-20 Volts 

Digital INPUT/OUTPUT Pins 54  Pins 

Analog I/p Pins 16 Pins 

DC Current per Input/Output Pin 20 mA 

DC Current for 3.3V Pin 50 mA 

Flash Memory 256 Kb  

SRAM 8 Kb 

EEPROM 4 Kb 

Clock Speed 16 M Hz 

LED_BUILTIN 13 

Length 101.52 mm 

Width 53.3 mm 

Weight 37 g 
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Programming: The Arduino MEGA was programmed with the Arduino Integrated Development 

Environment software. 

Detail PIN Mapping of Arduino PIN diagram: 

 
 

 Figure 2: Arduino Mega 2560 Pin Mapping 

DC MOTOR (PUMP): 

A Direct current pump may be a class of rotary electrical equipment that transforms DC electricity 

into mechanical power or rotating motion. The foremost mutual sort of motors depends on the powers 

produced by magnetic fields. Nearly all kinds of DC pump have some interior mechanism, either 

electromechanical or electronic. The DC pump are used here as pump to pump the liquids like oil, 

water, etc. this is often controlled by the feedback system. 

STEPPER MOTOR:  

A stepper which will divide a full rotation of a motor into variability of equal steps and it’s a 

brushless DC motor. The motor’s location are often charged to maneuver and hold at one among 

these stages with nobody position sensor for feedback (an open- loop controller), as long because the 

motor is sensibly sized to the request in reference to torque and speed. It is an electromagnetic device. 

That will converts digital pulses into mechanical shaft movement. Benefits of stepper are in small 

rate, great trustworthiness, extraordinary torque at small speeds and a modest, rough creation that 

operates in almost in any condition. The key drawbacks in employing a stepper is that the resonance 

effect often displayed at little speeds and declining torque with collective speed. 
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ANDROID APP: 

Android app may be a software application organization on the Android platform. The Android 

stage is formed for the mobile, a typical the Android app is meant for the smart phone or a tablet or 

PC organization on the Android Operating System. While an Android app are frequently set handy by 

designers done over the websites, most of the Android apps are uploaded and available on the 

Android play store, a web store excited to those applications. App’s are transcribed within the Java/C 

programming coding language then use in Java core libraries. They’re to be first bring together to 

Dalvik executables and to run on the Dalvik computer-generated machine, which may be a computer-

generated machine specially designed for the mobile service. Designers are going to be downloading 

the Android “software development kit” from the Android sever. The Software Development Kit 

comprises the tools, sample code and therefore the related documents for creating Android 

application. The curry maker App is shown in figure 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   Figure 3: Curry Maker App 

 

BLUETOOTH: HC-05: 

 

The Bluetooth module is extremely important unit which may be adding two-way (full-duplex) wireless 

functionality to our project. This unit is employed to speak between two microcontrollers just like the 

Arduino or communicate with any of the device with Bluetooth functionality sort of a Phone or a Laptop. 

There are numerous android applications that previously exist and which makes this procedure easy. This 

module is restricted to send and receive serial communication data and this module doesn’t transfer 

multimedia like images or lyrics. The Bluetooth device has two working modes that’s the first one is that 
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the Data mode during which it are often wont to send and receive information from additional Bluetooth 

devices and therefore the another one is that the AT Command mode and wherever the default device 

settings are frequently different. Pair of the Bluetooth module work with the microcontrollers in easy way 

because it is operates by means of the interface called SPP (serial port protocol). Power to the module 

with +5V and connect the receiver pin (Rx) of the module to the transmit pin (Tx) of microcontroller and 

transmitter pin (Tx) of module to receiver pin (Rx) of microcontroller as shown in Figure 4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                           Figure 4: Bluetooth connections to Arduino 

 III. DESIGN AND WORKING OF AUTOMATIC CURRY MAKING MACHINE 

The AUTOMATIC CURRY MAKER is built based on following devices such as: 

• Controller unit 

• I/P supply 

• I/P command device 

• Warming coil 

• Storage section 

• H2O & oil storing 

• Conveyor 

The block diagram of Automatic Curry making machine is shown in Figure 5 and its controller unit in Figure 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Figure 5:  Block diagram of curry making machine.        Figure 6: Controller unit connections 
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CONTROLLER UNIT:  

The controller or the control unit is a microcircuit on the repetitive system or a loop. Where the 

controller unit i.e microcontroller is programed. It includes i/p power supply to regulate device or 

command device. Where the microcircuit are going to be helpful in commanding purpose and manage 

the time variation of process.  

The conveyor system used in this work along with other components are shown in Figure 7 and the 

connections from Arduino to various components are shown in Figure 8. 

   

      Figure 7: Block diagram of curry making machine.              Figure 8: Connections from Arduino  

 

Working of Curry Making Machine:  

The following is the sequence of steps to prepare different types of items using the curry making 

machine.  

1. The recipes are preprogrammed in to the controller so this concentrates on taking the ingredients in 

certain time with specific quantity as per the requirement and processing those ingredients to prepare 

the curry. 

2. A vessel is placed on an induction hotplate. Containers which contain the ingredients are kept on 

the side of the vessel in a liner manner on conveyor belt supported by wooden stand. 

3. Stepper motor is programmed to run periodically for a certain time interval. 

4. These ingredient vessels are placed or fixed on the conveyor belt. 

5. A DC stepper motor is used to mix the contents of food at periodical time intervals. 

ALGORITHM OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM:  

To understand the process flow of the cooking process, the following algorithmic steps are used. 

Step 1: START  
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Step 2: Heater coil, water and oil pumps, tray 1 and tray 2 are ON. 

Step 3: If heater relay is ON. 

Step 4: Oil pump gets ON for 1 second. 

Step 5: Oil pump OFF. 

Step 6: Tray 1 gets tilted. 

Step 7: Water pump gets ON for 1 second. 

Step 8: Tray 2 gets tilted. 

Step 9: Heater gets OFF. 

Step 10: END. 

It is programmed in such way that, the system performs the cooking accurately. This flow chart will 

provide clear picture about the sequence of the processes which are going to happen while execution of 

this work. Any lay man can understand and follow the cooking knowledge and that is the special of this 

scheme. The whole system is controlled by microcontroller i.e. Arduino Mega-2560. It was coded and  is 

controlled by the android app. Firstly, we know about the recipes of curry & the procedure and then we 

step by step we code the microcontroller as per the requirement. All the recipes procedures are 

programmed in the microcontroller so it will be ready to use and  the app is used for the selection of 

recipe to make. On the conveyor belt we place a small bowls for storage of ingredients and it is moved by 

stepper motor which is controlled by a microcontroller. Beside that inductor stove with a bowl is place, 

the temperature of the inductor is controlled by a microcontroller and at the top stirrer is placed to mix the 

ingredients which is rotated by stepper motor and controlled by microcontroller. The storage tank of oil 

and water are placed beside that are send by a pump through pipe separately. 

 The procedure for making different curries using the curry making machine are given hereunder.  

1. Procedure for making Potato with gravy curry: 
 

Step 1 : Open Android app of curry making in the smart phone. 

Step 2: Select the recipe from the app and select start cooking. 

Step 3: Now Induction Power is ON Automatically. 

Step 4: As per the selection of recipe, it’s read the message and start cooking step by step 

process with regular time interval. 

Step 5: The process for making gravy potato curry starts. 
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Step 6: Oil pump is ON and required amount into the bowl. 

Step 7: After heating of oil to required temperature, the Cummins seeds and mustard seeds are 

added (these seeds are placed in a small bowl which is fixed to conveyor belt. 

Step 8: Then onion and garlic paste is added into the heating bowl. 

Step 9: All the ingredients are then mixed by the stirrer. 

Step 10: Now add well cut potatoes are added and mixed by stirrer. 

Step 11: Then addition of chili powder, turmeric and salt is carried out. 

Step 12: Lastly required amount of water is added by water pump. 

Step 13: All added ingredients are allowed to boil for the set time interval and finally the Potato 

curry is ready. 

1. Procedure for making Chicken curry: 

 

Step 1 : Open Android app of curry making in the smart phone. 

Step 2: Select the recipe from the app and select start cooking. 

Step 3: Now Induction Power is ON Automatically. 

Step 4: As per the selection of recipe, it’s read the message and start cooking step by step 

process with regular time interval. 

Step 5: The process for making Chicken curry starts. 

Step 6: Oil pump is ON and required amount into the bowl. 

Step 7: After heating of oil to required temperature, the Cummins seeds and mustard seeds 

are added (these seeds are placed in a  small bowl which is fixed to conveyor belt. 

Step 8: Then onion and garlic paste is added into the heating bowl. 

Step 9: All the ingredients are then mixed by the stirrer. 

Step 10: Now add well cut Chicken pieces are added and mixed by stirrer. 

Step 11: Then addition of chili powder, turmeric and salt is carried out. 

Step 12: Lastly required amount of water is added by water pump. 

Step 13: All added ingredients are allowed to boil for the set time interval and finally the 

Potato curry is ready. 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 

 

The Automatic Curry making machine is used to make the different varieties of food items with minimum 

human intervention. The apparatus will use the predefined instructions to prepare the food items 

automatically. The Automatic Curry Making Machine is a preprogrammed for various curries with 

quantities. This Machine uses the android app where the user can select the curry name from the menu 

and send that information to the controller of the curry making machine. The ingredients are filled into the 

respective bowls before the cooking starts. The machine will then prepare the curry as per the Program 

fed in the controller. Using these kind of automatic machines we can avoid over cooking or under cooking 

of food items. This instrument is more often employed in our day to day life and even in businesses for 

manufacture of certain nutrients foodstuffs.  
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